
WARNING: VIOLENT 
NEO-NAZI IN YOUR AREA

Your neighbor, Chester J. Doles at 647 Winters 
Mountain Road in Dahlonega, is a self-described 
“fourth-generation Klansman” and longtime neo-
Nazi leader with a history of violence. He is 
organizing from your neighborhood against 
people of color, Jewish people, and others he 
views as enemies.  

• While a Klan organizer in Maryland, Doles and 
another KKK member viciously assaulted a Black man 
who was riding in a truck with a white woman. 
• After being released from prison and then 
accepting a plea for burglary, Doles moved to Georgia, 
where he became the state leader of the National 
Alliance. The National Alliance was once the foremost 
neo-Nazi organization in North America. In 2003, 
Doles was arrested on federal weapons charges, for 
which he served another prison sentence.

Doles (fourth from left in 
background) at regional 
meetup for the racist 
Hammerskins gang. Travis 
Condor, now facing hate 
crime charges for a 2018 
assault, is on the far left.

• While active in the National Alliance, Doles 
was in contact with the organization’s leader, 
William Pierce, and even hosted Pierce in 
Georgia. William Pierce is the author of a race 
war fantasy that inspired the Oklahoma City 
bombing. Chester Doles named a son, Pierce, 
after this notorious neo-Nazi leader.
• More recently, Doles has been involved in 
“Crew 38”, which is the supporter crew for the 
Hammerskin Nation white power gang. The 
Hammerskins have a reputation for violence. In 
2012, a Hammerskin member murdered six 
people at a Sikh temple in Wisconsin. One 
Hammerskin supporter who has been pictured 
with Doles is now facing hate crime charges for a 
2018 racist attack in Washington State. Chester 
Doles gave a speech at the Hammerskin Nation’s 
2016 national gathering in Georgia.
• Doles is currently organizing a rally in 
downtown Dahlonega on September 14. The rally 
is an attempt to intimidate local residents who 
disagree with Doles’ worldview. Doles’ rally is 
being heavily promoted by ShieldWall Network, a 
white supremacist group best known for invading 
a Holocaust memorial event with Nazi flags.

See our website for more information on Doles. 
Warn your friends and neighbors. Please get in 
contact if you have further information on Doles 
or his associates.
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